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Abstract In this paper� we propose a new electronic voting scheme which guarantees receipt�freeness
as well as privacy� universal veri�ability and robustness� The result of Cramer� Gennaro� and
Schoenmarkers�CGS��	 proposed at Eurocrypt
�� seems to be promising because it provides optimal perfor�
mance� privacy� robustness� and universal veri�ability� But in their scheme� receipt�freeness was left as an
open problem� The failure of receipt�freeness in �CGS��	 comes from the fact that the ballot is generated and
posted on the bulletin board wholly by the voter� To add receipt�freeness to �CGS��	 while keeping other
useful properties� we introduce a trusted third party called honest veri�er�HV�� In the proposed electronic
voting scheme� the voter and HV collaborate through an interactive voting protocol to generate a ballot and
it
s proof of validity� Finally the vote and it
s proof of validity are posted on the bulletin board�

Keywords� Electronic voting� receipt�freeness� honest veri�er� universal veri�ability� proof of validity� proof
of knowledge� multi�party computation�

� Introduction

The research on electronic voting is a very impor�
tant topic for the progress of democracy� If a secure
and convenient electronic voting system is provided�
it will be used more frequently to collect people
s
opinion for many kind of political and social deci�
sions through cyber space� In cryptographic aspect
it is considered as an important application of se�
cure multi�party computation�
Many extensive researches have been conducted

on the subject and now an extensive list of require�
ments for electronic voting is available�FOO�� CGS��	�
The requirements are as follows�

� Privacy � All votes must be secret�

� Completeness � All valid votes are counted
correctly�

� Soundness � The dishonest voter cannot dis�
rupt the voting�

� Unreusability � No voter can vote twice�

� Eligibility � No one who isn
t allowed to vote
can vote�

� Fairness � Nothing must a�ect the voting�

� Robustness � The voting system should be
successful regardless of partial failure of the
system�

� Universal veri�ability � Anyone can verify
the validity of voting and tallying process�

� Receipt�freeness � The vote cannot be proven
to a buyer�

To satisfy these requirements� a variety of ap�
proaches have been tried� Starting from an elec�
tronic voting scheme using blind signature �Cha��	�
the main stream of the current research can be clas�
si�ed into the following three approaches�

� Homomorphic encryption based schemes

� �Ben��	� �SK��	� �CFSY��	� �CGS��	

� Mix�net based schemes � �PIK��	� �SK��	�
�P���	� �MH��	� �Abe��	� �Jak��	

� Veri�able Secret Sharing based schemes

� �Sta��	� �FO��	� �Sch��	
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Other additional cryptographic primitives such as
bit commitment �Nao��	� secret sharing �Sha��	� or
dining cryptographer problem �Cha��	 are partially
employed to design an electronic voting scheme�
To the best of our knowledge� there is no single

ideal scheme which satis�es all the requirements de�
scribed above� The result of Cramer� Gennaro� and
Schoenmarkers�CGS��	 proposed at Eurocrypt
��
seems to be promising because it satis�es most of
the requirements� It is a multi�authority election
scheme which uses threshold homomorphic encryp�
tion� bulletin board� proof of knowledge� and proof
of validity� In �CGS��	� the voter posts a single El�
Gamal encryption as a ballot and its proof of va�
lidity on the bulletin board� The proof of validity
of ballot can be veri�ed by anyone� so it provides
universal veri�ability� It shows also optimal perfor�
mance in the sense that time and communication
complexities are minimal both for the voters and
the authorities� But as the authors have mentioned�
it does not provide receipt�freeness�
The failure of receipt�freeness in �CGS��	 comes

from the fact that the ballot is generated and posted
on the bulletin board wholly by the voter� In this
paper� we extend the scheme to provide receipt�
freeness� For this purpose we introduce a trusted
third party� called honest veri�er�HV�� who inter�
acts with voter to verify the validity of the voter
s
�rst ballots� to generate the �nal ballots� and to
generate the proof of validity of the �nal ballot�
During the voting protocol� HV generates a ran�

dom pair �u� v� using a randomly generated secret
exponent � and sends it to the voter� The voter ver�
i�es the validity of the received random pair� multi�
plies it to the �rst ballot�ElGamal encryption of the
vote� to generate the �nal ballot� and posts it on the
bulletin board� On the other hand� HV veri�es the
validity of the voter
s �rst ballot and generate the
proof of validity of the �nal ballot� Because the �nal
ballot is generated by the voter and HV� the voter
cannot prove anything to a buyer without knowing
HV
s secret exponent �� Using the proof of validity�
anyone can verify the validity of the �nal ballot�
The paper is organized as follows � Section  de�

scribes brie�y the basic building blocks required for
our proposed election scheme� Section � describes
our receipt�free electronic voting scheme� Various
aspects of security analysis are discussed in section
�� Finally we conclude in section ��

� The Building Blocks

The basic building blocks for our voting scheme are
homomorphic ElGamal encryption� threshold ElGa�
mal encryption� proof of knowledge� proof of valid�
ity� and bulletin board� In this section� we describe
these terms brie�y�

��� Homomorphic ElGamal Encryption

Consider an ElGamal encryption system �ElG��	 for
subgroups Gq of order q of Z�

p � where p and q are
large primes such that q j p��� If a receiver chooses a
private key s� the corresponding public key is h � gs

where g is the generator ofGq� Given a messagem �
Gp� encryption of m is given by �x� y� � �g�� h�m�
for a randomly chosen � �R Zq� To decrypt the
ciphertext �x� y�� the receiver recovers the plaintext
as m � y�xs using the private key s�
In our proposed voting scheme� we consider a

multi�way election of ��out�of�K choices where K
is the number of candidates� We take K indepen�
dently selected generators Gi� � � i � K and use
them as the messages for voting� So the ElGamal
encryption of the voting for the candidate i is given
by �x� y� � �g�� h�Gi�� In this case� the ElGamal
encryption has homomorphic property and the �nal
tally can be computed by a single decryption of the
product of all valid ballots�

��� Threshold ElGamal Encryption

A threshold public�key encryption scheme is used
to share a secret key among a set of receivers such
that messages can be decrypted only when a sub�
stantial subset of receivers cooperate� More detailed
description is found in �CGS��	 and �Ped��	� It
consists of key generation protocol� encryption al�
gorithm� and decryption protocol�
Consider a �t� n��threshold encryption scheme where

the secret key is shared among n tallying authori�
ties Aj �� � j � n� and decryption is possible only
when more than t authorities cooperate� Through
the key generation protocol� each authority Aj will
possess a share sj � Zq of a secret s� Each author�
ity publishes the value hj � gsj as a commitment
of the share sj� The shares sj are chosen such that
the secret s can be reconstructed from any subset �
of t shares using appropriate Lagrange coe�cients�

s �
X

j��

sj�j��� �j�� �
Y

l��nfjg

l

l � j
���

The public key h � gs is announced to all partici�
pants in the system�





Encryption of a message m using the public key h
is given by �x� y� � �g�� h�m� which is the same as
the ordinary ElGamal encryption� To decrypt a ci�
phertext �x� y� � �g�� h�m� without reconstructing
the secret s� the authorities execute the following
protocol�

�� Each participating authority Aj broadcasts
wj � xsj and proves the equality of the follow�
ing discrete logs in zero�knowledge using the
proof of knowledge protocol given in the next
section�

logg hj � logxwj �

� Let � denote any subset of authorities who
passed the zero�knowledge proof� By raising
x to both sides of equation ���� the plaintext
can be recovered as

m � y�
Y

j��

w
�j��
j �

��� Proof of Knowledge of Common Ex�

ponent

A prover wants to show the possession of a common
exponent � �R Zq satisfying u � g� and v � h� to
a veri�er without exposing it� An e�cient protocol
for this problem is described in �CP��	 as shown
in Figure �� Through an interactive protocol with
the veri�er� the prover proves the possession of �
without exposing it� This protocol is used in the
voting and tallying stages�

Prover�HV� Veri�er�voter�

��u� v� � �g� � h��	

w �R Zq
�a� b�� �gw� hw� a� b �

c �R Zqc�
r � w � �c r � gr

�
� auc

hr
�
� bvc

Figure �� Proof of knowledge of common exponent
of �u� v� � �g� � h���

��� Proof of Validity of Ballot �x� y�

Assume that the voter chooses the i�th candidate�
Then the ElGamal encryption of the choice Gi is
given by �x� y� � �g�� h�Gi�� The voter wants to
prove that the ballot �x� y� contains a valid vote
without exposing the value Gi� This is a witness

indistinguishable proof of knowledge �FS��	 of the
relation given by

logg x � logh�y�G�� � � � � � logg x � logh�y�GK��

Using the idea of �CDS��	 and �CGS��	� we have
designed an interactive protocol for the proof of va�
lidity of a ballot in a multi�way election of ��out�
of�K choices as shown in Figure � This protocol is
used in voting stage by the voter and HV to prove
the validity of a ballot�

Voter Honest Veri�er

��x� y� � �g�� h�Gi�	

w �R Zq
ai � gw� bi � hw

For j � �� ���� i � �� i� �� ����K
dj � rj �R Zq
aj � grjxdj

bj � hrj �y�Gj�
dj

�A�B� � �a�� b��� ���� �aK � bK�
�x� y�� �A�B��

c �R Zqc�
di � c�

P
j �� i dj

ri � w � �di
�D�R� � �d�� r��� ���� �dK � rK�

�D�R�� c
�
� d� � � � �� dK

For j � �� ����K
aj

�
� grjxdj

bj
�
� hrj �y�Gj�

dj

Figure � Proof of validity of ballot �x� y� �
�g�� h�Gi��

��� Bulletin Board

In this paper bulletin board is used as a public com�
munication channel which can be read by any party�
But each legitimate party can write message only on
its designated section� No party can erase any in�
formation from the bulletin board�
Each record associated with a voter has four �elds�

Challenge� Response� Ballot� and Proof� So the bul�
letin board is organized as follows�

� Name � Voter
s name

� Challenge Field�CF� � HV posts the challenge
value�

� Response Field�RF� � voter posts the response
value�

� Proof �eld�PF� � HV posts the proof of valid�
ity for the �nal ballot�
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� Ballot �eld�BF� � voter posts the �nal ballot�

During the voting protocol� interactive proof of
validity is executed� HV records its challenge on CF
and the voter records its response on RF� At the end
of the voting protocol� HV posts the proof of validity
of the �nal ballot on PF and the voter posts the
�nal ballot on BF� To control access to the various
sections of the bulletin board� each legitimate party
has to be identi�ed by digital signature�

� New Receipt�free Electronic Vot�

ing Scheme

��� Structure of Voting Scheme

We now propose a new electronic voting scheme by
assembling the building blocks presented in the pre�
vious section� In our voting system� the four partic�
ipants and their roles are as follows�

�� n�tallying authorities�A�� ���� An� � They share
the secret key of the threshold ElGamal en�
cryption by executing the key generation pro�
tocol� When the deadline is reached� they col�
lect all the valid ballots to generate a product
of ballots and decrypt it through an interac�
tive decryption protocol� More than t author�
ities should cooperate for successful decryp�
tion�

� l�voters�V�� ���� Vl� � Voter participates in the
voting through an interactive voting protocol
with HV� Firstly� voter generates the �rst bal�
lot �x� y� and then generates the �nal ballot
�xf � yf � � �xu� yv� by multiplying it with the
random pair �u� v�� Voter posts the �nal ballot
on the BF of the bulletin board�

�� Honest veri�er�HV� � HV participates in the
voting protocol through an interactive voting
protocol with voter� HV veri�es the validity of
the voter
s �rst ballot and provides the voter
with a random pair �u� v� which is generated
by using a secret exponent �� Finally HV gen�
erates the proof of validity of the �nal ballot
and posts it on the bulletin board�

�� Certi�cate authority�CA� � CA issues Certi��
cates which certify the identity of all the par�
ticipants of the voting system�

The proposed electronic voting system consists of
the following stages�

�� System set�up � Authorities generate the sys�
tem parameters for ElGamal cryptosystem
�p� q� g� and the independent generators repre�
senting the K candidates� G�

is for i � �� ����K�
Tallying authorities execute the key genera�
tion protocol to generate the public key for
ElGamal encryption of the vote and the cor�
responding secret shares� The system param�
eters and public key are published on the bul�
letin board�

� Registration of legitimate voters � Authorities
register all the legitimate voters on the bul�
letin board� Authorities should identify the
voters by the certi�cate issued by CA�

�� Voting � Voters execute the interactive voting
protocol�

�� Tallying � Tallying authorities collect all the
valid ballots and jointly execute the �t� n� thresh�
old ElGamal decryption protocol� They de�
cide the �nal result from the decryption and
publish it�

�� Veri�cation � Anyone can universally verify
the validity of the result�

��� Voting Procedure

Our voting protocol is an interactive protocol be�
tween voter and HV and is a combination of two
subprotocols � the proof of validity of the �rst bal�
lot�PV�� and the proof of knowledge of common
exponent�PK�� At the end of the protocol� HV gen�
erates the proof of validity of the �nal ballot�PV�
from the previous protocol values� We summarize
the proposed voting protocol as follows�

Step �� Voter �Commitment for PV��

� Choose a vote Gi� � � i � K�

� Choose random ��w� �R Zq�

� Generate the �rst ballot� �x� y� � �g�� h�Gi��

� Compute ai � gw� � bi � hw� �

� For j � �� ���� i � �� i � �� ����K� choose
random dj � rj �R Zq and compute aj �
grjxdj � bj � hrj �y�Gj�

dj �

� �A�B� � �a�� b��� ���� �aK � bK�

� Voter sends �x� y� and �A�B� to HV�

Step � HV �Challenge for PV� and commitment
for PK�

� Choose random ��w� �R Zq�
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� Compute �u� v� � �g� � h���

� Compute �a� b� � �gw� � hw���

� Choose a random challenge for PV�� c� �R

Zq�

� HV sends �u� v�� �a� b�� and c� to voter�

� HV posts c� on CF of the bulletin board�

Step �� Voter �Response to PV� and challenge for
PK�

� Generate responses to PV�� di � c� �P
j ��i dj � ri � w� � �di�

� �D�R� � �d�� r��� ���� �dK � rK�

� Choose a random challenge for PK� c� �R

Zq�

� Voter sends �D�R� and c� to HV�

� Voter posts �D�R� on RF of the bulletin
board�

Step �� HV �Veri�cation of PV�� response to PK�
and generation of PV�

� Verify PV�� c�
�
� d�� � � ��dK � and aj

�
�

grjxdj � bj
�
� hrj �y�Gj�

dj for j � �� ����K�

� Generate a response to PK� r � w���c��

� Generate PV� sj � aju
dj � tj � bjv

dj for
j � �� ����K�

� �S� T � � �s�� t��� ���� �sK � tK��

� HV sends r to voter�

� HV posts �S� T � on PF of the bulletin
board�

Step �� Voter �Veri�cation of PK and PV�

� Verify PK� gr
�
� auc� and hr

�
� bvc� �

� Compute the �nal ballot� �xf � yf � � �xu� yv��

� Get PV from PF of the bulletin board
and verify it� sj

�
� grjx

dj
f and tj

�
�

hrj �yf�Gj�
dj for j � �� ����K�

� Voter posts the �nal ballot �xf � yf � on
BF of the bulletin board�

Step �� Anyone �Veri�cation of PV�

� Anyone can verify PV by c�
�
� d�� � � ��

dK � and sj
�
� grjx

dj
f and tj

�
� hrj �yf�Gj�

dj

for j � �� ����K�

Voter Honest Veri�er

�x� y� � �g�� h�Gi�
�A�B� � �a�� b��� ���� �aK � bK�

�x� y�� �A�B��
�u� v� � �g� � h��
�a� b� � �gw� � hw��
c� �R Zq

�u� v�� �a� b�� c��
�D�R� � �d�� r��� ���� �dK � rK�
c� �R Zq

�D�R�� c��
Verify PV�
r � w� � �c�

r�
Verify PK
�xf � yf � � �xu� yv�

Generate PV

Name Ballot Proof ChallengeResponse

J
J
J�

�������HH
HH

HHY
�xf � yf � PV PV

Figure �� The proposed electronic voting proto�
col�simpli�ed form��

For the ease of understanding� the proposed vot�
ing protocol is shown in Figure � in simpli�ed form�
The voter prove the validity of the �rst ballot

�x� y� to HV using PV� protocol and HV prove the
validity of the random pair �u� v� to voter using PK
protocol� HV also generate the validity of the �nal
ballot by using the previous protocol values� The
voter �nally generate the �nal ballot by �xf � yf � �
�xu� yv�� HV posts the challenge c� on CF and PV
on PF� while the voter posts the response �D�R�
on RF and the �nal ballot on BF� The �nal ballot
�xf � yf � can be decrypted in the same way using the
secret key s because v�us � � is satis�ed� Because
the �nal ballot is generated through collaboration
of voter and HV� the voter cannot prove anything
without the secret information �� So our protocol
provides receipt�freeness�
In the voting protocol� HV generates PV by us�

ing PV� and �u� v�� �A�B�� c�� and �D�R� can prove
the fact that �x� y� is a valid ballot� By multiply�
ing �aj � bj� with �u

dj � vdj �� �x� y� and �u� v� are com�
bined into �xf � yf �� so PV can be veri�ed using
only �xf � yf �� Now anyone can universally verify
the validity of the �nal ballot�

��� Tallying Procedure

When the deadline of voting is reached� a designated
authority collects all the valid ballots and calculates
the product �X�Y � � �

Ql
i�� xf�i�

Ql
i�� yf�i�� Any�
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body can check the validity of the product because
all the �nal ballots are posted on the bulletin board
and their validity can be veri�ed universally� The
n tallying authorities jointly execute the decryption
protocol for �X�Y � to obtain W � Y�Xs� Because
the secret key s is shared among n tallying author�
ities� any subset of t authorities who cooperate for
decryption can decrypt �X�Y � to obtain W � Note
that the secret key s is not reconstructed but just
Xs is computed in the decryption process�
Now we getW � GT�

� GT�
� � � �GTK

K where T�� � � � � TK
are the result of the election� Computation of T�� � � � �
TK requires the computation of the discrete loga�
rithm problem and it is generally considered as a
computationally hard problem� In this case� it re�
quires O�l�K������ time to get the result� It is feasi�
ble only for a reasonable size of l and K� It is con�
sidered that the proposed electronic voting scheme
is suitable for small scale election� If this scheme
is used for large scale election� the authorities can
divide the total product �X�Y � into several smaller
parts �Xi� Yi� of reasonable size and conquer them
one by one�

� Security analysis

The proposed voting protocol satis�es the extensive
requirements of electronic voting�

� Privacy is satis�ed because the tallying proce�
dure is executed only for the product of many
valid ballots�

� Completeness is guaranteed by the proof of va�
lidity of the �nal ballot and the use of public
bulletin board� Anyone can verify the valid�
ity of the ballots and the correctness of ballot
collection�

� Soundness is satis�ed because any dishonest
voter cannot pass the proof of validity and
proof of knowledge protocol�

� Unreusability is satis�ed because each voter
can vote only once on the public bulletin board�

� Eligibility is satis�ed because only the legiti�
mate voters registered on the bulletin board
can participate in the voting�

� Fairness is satis�ed because voter and HV can�
not get any partial information of other
s se�
cret from the protocol�

� Robustness is guaranteed because �t� n� thresh�
old ElGamal encryption scheme is used�

We will describe more on receipt�freeness and uni�
versal veri�ability in the following section�

��� Receipt�freeness

The proposed election scheme can provide receipt�
freeness� The �nal ballot �xf � yf � is computed by
multiplying voter
s �rst ballot �x� y� � �g�� h�Gi�
with a random�looking pair �u� v� which is generated
by HV using a randomly�chosen secret exponent ��
To prove the vote forGi� the voter has to present the
exponent ��� and Gi to a buyer to show �xf � yf � �
�g��� � h���Gi�� But without knowing the exponent
�� the voter cannot prove anything�

Theorem � In the proposed electronic voting scheme�

the vote cannot be proven if the proof of knowledge
of �u� v� is not given�

Proof � Assume that HV does not require PK and
the voter does not need to prove it� Then the voter
can disguise anything as a valid vote� Although
the voter has voted for Gi� he can insist on a false
vote for Gk�k �� i� by presenting a false �x� y�� �
�g�� h�Gk� and �u� v

�� � �u� vGi�Gk� satisfying �xf �
yf � � �xu� y�v��� So the valid and false vote are in�
distinguishable�
Moreover� the public information of PV f �S� T ��

c�� �D�R� g does not provide any help� The voter
may try to prove his valid vote for Gi by presenting
the valid �x� y� and �aj � bj� satisfying aj � grjxdj

and bj � hrj �y�Gj�
dj � But he can also disguise a

false vote for Gk�k �� i� as a valid one by presenting
�x� y�� � �g�� h�Gk� and �aj � b

�
j� � �grjxdj � hrj �y��Gj�

dj

satisfying aj � grjxdj and b�j � hrj �y��Gj�
dj � So

the valid and false vote are indistinguishable� Con�
sequently� the vote cannot be proven if PK of �u� v�
is not given�

�

So the buyer has to require the proof of validity
of �u� v� and the voter cannot prove anything�

��� Universal veri�ability

PV is generated by HV combining PV� and �u� v��
�A�B�� c�� and �D�R� can prove the validity of
�x� y�� By multiplying �aj � bj� with �udj � vdj �� �x� y�
and �u� v� are combined into �xf � yf � in �sj� tj�� so
the validity of PV can be veri�ed using only �xf � yf �
by anyone� Although PV� is multiplied with �udj � vdj �
to generate PV� the validity of PV� is also pre�
served in PV�

�



� Conclusion

We have proposed a new electronic voting scheme
which satis�es receipt�freeness and universal veri�a�
bility along with all the useful properties of �CGS��	�
For this purpose we introduce a trusted third party�
called honest veri�er�HV�� who interacts with voter
to verify the validity of the voter
s �rst ballots� to
generate the �nal ballots� and to generate the proof
of validity of the �nal ballot� The �nal ballot �xf � yf �
is generated by multiplying voter
s initial ballot �x� y�
and HV
s random pair �u� v�� Without knowing the
HV
s random exponent �� voters cannot prove any�
thing to a buyer� so receipt�freeness is provided� The
proof of validity of the �nal ballot�PV� is generated
and posted by HV� and it guarantees the universal
veri�ability of the validity of ballots�
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